
Every Sartorius balance offers quality, 
value, and consistency

No matter what you’re weighing, the new Entris® II balance 
is always the right choice. Offering unrivalled value and 
backed by almost 150 years of German engineering exper-
tise, the Entris® II comes in two product lines, so you can 
find the balance that meets your specific weighing needs. 

Our Entris® II Essential line is the only balance in its class 
offering isoCAL, LED touch technology, and 12 built-in
applications at a budget price. With over 40 models from 
which to choose, you will surely find a model to meet your 
basic weighing needs.

Special Entris® II Offer  
Best Value in its Class for Basic Weighing Tasks

Get a Midi Plus™ Controller 
at no additional cost!

https://www.labrepco.com/suppliers/sartorius/?s=&paged=1&facet%5Bproduct_brand_taxonomy_id%5D%5B%5D=54&action=solr_search&solr_tax_id=54&pg=1


Special Midi Plus™ Controller Offer
Buy select models of Entris® II BCE and 
get a Midi Plus™ Controller at no cost.

Special offer valid only for the US from April 1, 2021 through September 30, 2021. Redemptions  
must be submitted by October 15, 2021. This offer cannot be used in combination with other special offers. 
One no charge Midi Plus per customer location.

Model Number Weighing capacity (g) Readablity (mg) List Price

Entris II Basic Essential Analytical Balance with Internal Calibration

BCE124I-1S 120 0.1 $2,600.00

BCE224I-1S 220 0.1 $2,910.00

BCE64I-1S 60 0.1 $2,290.00

Entris II Basic Essential Precision Balance with Internal Calibration

BCE1202I-1S 1200 10 $1,560.00

BCE2201I-1S 2200 100 $1,455.00

BCE2202I-1S 2200 10 $1,665.00

BCE223I-1S 220 1 $1,455.00

BCE3202I-1S 3200 10 $1,770.00

BCE323I-1S 320 1 $1,665.00

BCE4202I-1S 4200 10 $1,975.00

BCE423I-1S 420 1 $2,080.00

BCE5201I-1S 5200 100 $1,560.00

BCE6202I-1S 6200 10 $2,495.00

BCE6200I-1S 6200 1000 $1,455.00

BCE622I-1S 620 10 $1,350.00

BCE623I-1S 620 1 $2,290.00

BCE653I-1S 650 1 $2,495.00

BCE8201I-1S 8200 100 $1,770.00

BCE8200I-1S 8200 1000 $1,560.00

BCE822I-1S 820 10 $1,455.00

Get a Midi Plus at no cost

710931 -

Midi Plus™ is a lightweight, cordless pipetting controller with excellent 
ergonomics, enabling you to aspirate from bottles and tubes without 
holding your arm and hand in an uncomfortable raised position. - Precise finger tip control of variable speed ranges - Fits all commonly used 1 - 100 ml glass or plastic pipettes - Hydrophobic autoclavable filter prevents from overaspiration - Low battery warning

Easy clean for operational efficiency and durability - High chemical resistance  - ensured using parts made from hard-wearing  
polybutylene terephthalate (PBT), stainless steel 
and glass - Prevents cross contamination  - with wipe clean design and easy-to-remove parts

Effective draft shield - Minimizes weighing errors caused by electro- 
statically charged samples using specially coated 
glass parts

isoCAL (internal calibration and adjustment) for total 
assurance of accurate weighing results - Optimal accuracy and operating convenience  - using fully automated internal temperature and 

time-controlled calibration and adjustment feature, 
unique in this weighing class - Assures (SOP) compliant operation - with self-notification if calibration is outside the 
normal range
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